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M E. J. (2004) Jockeying for position: what it means and why it matters to regional development policy when places
compete, Regional Studies 38, 1093–1112. The realization that places compete for investment has expanded in recent years to
encompass competition among places for the attention of migrants, tourists and media glow as well as investment. The most
competitive places have been multidimensional in their attractions and have made the transition to the knowledge-based
economy. The latest priority is being placed on attracting mobile workers and mobile investment. Creative workers are the core
of the knowledge economy and of its geographies such as ‘intelligent places’ and ‘learning regions’. Knowledge metrics,
innovation indices and report cards are increasingly common, each seemingly developed to sort the list of places in a different
order. Lists or league tables of ‘the best places’ for business, to live, retire and visit are key features of economies and societies
whose factors of success are highly mobile. Competition in a geographical context and entrepreneurial responses are unlikely
to go away, reinforced by an industry comprised of consultancies, the trade press, formal education and other means of learning.
Consequently, policy-makers need to grasp the nature of place competition and the critical roles of knowledge and of networks
in the strategies of the most competitive places. The standard of competition is complex, comprising innovation indices and
cooperation within the network of world cities.

Competition Regional development Policy Knowledge World cities

M E. J. (2004) Lutter pour la première place: l’importance de la concurrence interville pour la politique d’aménagement
du territoire, Regional Studies 38, 1093–1112. Dans les années récentes, se rendre compte que les villes se font concurrence
pour l’investissement s’est élargi pour englober la concurrence interville qui cherche à séduire les migrants, les touristes et les
médias ainsi que l’investissement. L’attrait des villes les plus compétitives a été multidimensionnel, et elles se sont transformées
en économies basées sur la connaissance. La dernière priorité c’est attirer les travailleurs mobiles ainsi que l’investissement
mobile. Les travailleurs créatifs sont au coeur d’une économie basée sur la connaissance et de ses localisations, telles les ‘villes
intelligentes’ et les ‘régions d’apprentissage’. Il semble que la mesure de la connaissance, les indices de l’innovation, et les
tableaux de bord sont employés de plus en plus afin de classer les villes. Un classement des ‘meilleures villes’ pour le commerce,
la retraite, le tourisme constitue une caractéristique clé des économies et des sociétés dont les facteurs moteurs sont très mobiles.
Il est peu probable que la concurrence sur le plan géographique et la réponse de la part des entrepreneurs s’atténuent, ce qui
est renforcé par une industrie comportant des cabinets, une presse spécialisée, l’éducation et d’autres moyens d’apprendre. Par
la suite, les décideurs devraitent saisir la notion de concurrence interville et les rôles décisifs que jouent la connaissance et les
réseaux dans les stratégies des villes les plus compétitives. Le niveau de la concurrence est complexe, comportant des indices de
l’innovation et de la coopération au sein du réseau des grandes villes de taille mondiale.

Concurrence Aménagement du territoire Politique Connaissance Grandes villes de taille mondiale

M E. J. (2004) Bemühungen, sich gut zu plazieren: was es bedeutet, und warum es für die regionale Entwicklungspolitik
wichtig ist, wenn Orte miteinander konkurrieren, Regional Studies 38, 1093–1112. Die Erkenntnis, daß Orte um Investierungen
kämpfen, hat sich in den letzten Jahren dahingehend ausgeweitet, daß der Wettbewerb unter Ortschaften sich nicht nur auf
Investierungen, sondern auch auf die Aufmerksamkeit von Zuwanderern, Touristen und das Rampenlicht der Medien richtet.
Die konkurrenzfähigsten Orte sind diejenigen, welche vielfältige Attraktionen anbieten und den Übergang zu einer auf
Fachkenntnissen aufbauenden Wirtschaft geschafft haben. Der letzte Schrei in Vorrangstellung ist die Fähigkeit wanderungsfreu-
dige Arbeitskräfte und freies Kapital anzuziehen. Schöpferische Arbeitskräfte bilden den Kern der auf Kenntnissen beruhenden
Wirtschaft und ihrer geographischen Bezeichnungen wie ‘Intelligenzorte’ und ‘dazulernende Regionen’. Immer häufiger stößt
man auf Messungen des Standes der Fachkenntnisse, Innovationsindexe und Berichterstattungen, die alle anscheinend zum
Zweck der Neueinordnung der Ortschaften in Ranglisten geschaffen werden. Listen oder Ligatabellen ‘der besten Standorte’
für Geschäfte, Wohnort, Ruhestand und Ausflüge sind Hauptmerkmale der Wirtschaften und Gesellschaften, deren zu Erfolg
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1102 Edward J. Malecki

führende Faktoren sich durch hohe Beweglichkeit auszeichnen. Wettbewerb in einem geographischen Zusammenhang und
Unternehmerreaktionen werden wahrscheinlich nicht auf hören, sondern eher bestärkt durch eine Industrie, die sich aus
Beratern, der Handelspresse, formaler Schulbildung and anderen Lernmöglichkeiten zusammensetzt. Enwicklungspolitiker
müssen infolgedessen die Natur der Standortkonkurrenz sowie die kritischen Rollen von Fachkenntnissen und Netzwerken bei
den Strategien der konkurrenzfähigsten Orte verstehen. Der Wettbewerbsstandard ist komplex, und umfaßt Innovationsindexe
und Zusammenarbeit im Netzwerk der Weltstädte.

Wettbewerb Regionale Entwicklung Bestrebungen Fachkenntnisse Weltstädte

M E. J. (2004) Maniobrando para conseguir una posición: qué significa y por qué es importante para las polı́ticas de
desarrollo regional que los lugares compitan, Regional Studies 38, 1093–1112. La realización de que los lugares compiten por
inversión ha aumentado en los últimos años para abarcar la competición entre lugares para atraer la atención de emigrantes,
turistas, y periodistas ası́ como para atraer inversiones. Los lugares más competitivos han sido multidimensionales en sus
atracciones, y han hecho la transición hacia una economı́a basada en el conocimiento. La prioridad más reciente se ha dirigido
hacia la atracción de trabajadores e inversiones de carácter móvil. Los trabajadores creativos forman el corazón de la economı́a
del conocimiento y de sus geografı́as como por ejemplo lo son los ‘lugares inteligentes’ y ‘las regiones que aprenden’. Las
métricas de conocimiento, los ı́ndices de innovación tarjetas de reporte son cada vez màs comunes, cada uno de ellos
desarrollados de forma similar para clasificar la lista de lugares siguiendo un órden diferente. Las listas o las tablas de ligas de los
‘mejores lugares’ para los negocios, para vivir, retirarse y para visitar son rasgos clave de las economı́as y de las sociedades cuyos
factores de éxito son altamente móviles. La competición en un contexto geográfico y las actividades emprendedoras que se
producen como respuesta es probable que no desaparezcan, reforzadas por una industria que comprende asesorı́as, prensa
especializada, educación formal y otras formas de aprendizaje. Consecuentemente, los diseñadores de polı́ticas necesitan
comprender la naturaleza de la competición entre los lugares y los roles crı́ticos del conocimiento y de las redes (networks) en
las estrategias de los lugares más competitivos. El estándar de la competición es un asunto complejo, el cual comprende ı́ndices
de innovación y co-operación dentro de la red (network) de las ciudades globales.

Competición Desarrollo económico Polı́tica Conocimiento Ciudades globales

JEL classifications: O38, R00, R10, R59

INTRODUCTION competitive disadvantage. Regions and localities do
compete for investment, as the chosen location of

Since the mid-1970s, a higher degree of competition
workers and as the destination of tourists – all of which

among countries has been evident. Shifting fortunes will be made (either completely or partially) in some
and the rise of Japan prompted widespread reappraisal of places and not in others. L and T (1999,
relative national ability, particularly in high-technology p. 792) declare that ‘cities and other places compete
industries (G , 1975; US D  with one another. This takes many different forms –
C, 1983), including a series of over 30 some direct head-to-head competition for particular
sector-specific studies by the International Trade projects or events; others more indirect, subtle and
Administration, US Department of Commerce.1 Since incremental in nature’. Second, the basis for competi-
1990, the perception is widespread that Europe, Japan tiveness at the regional scale is one of absolute, rather
(and other Asian countries such as China) and the than comparative, advantage. Trade theory, on which
USA are competing in the global marketplace (D Krugman’s argument relies, based on concepts such as
W , 1990; H, 1992; J and P , natural resource endowments and relative availability of
1997; O  T A, 1991; labour and capital, cannot address adequately ‘increas-
S and S, 1991). ing returns linked to cumulative development processes

K (1994/96, p. 34) suggests that despite and the agglomeration of activities’ and
the common use of the term ‘competitiveness’, ‘coun-

the specific advantages strategically created by the singletries do not compete with each other the way
firms, territorial synergies and cooperation capabilitycorporations do’. He interprets competition and com-
enhanced by an imaginative and proactive public adminis-petitiveness through the lens of an international trade
tration, externalities provided by local and national govern-expert, and describes many instances of the misuse of
ments and the specificities historically built by a territorialcompetitiveness as ‘careless arithmetic’. For Krugman,
culture.the principal reason countries do not compete with (C , 2002b, p. 2405, original emphases)

each other is that they cannot go out of business.
C (2002b), in a recent critique of Krug- Camagni also focuses instead on non-price competitiveness

man’s views in the context of regions, makes two and draws on the work of C and M
important conclusions. First, regions unlike nations (1998) and of P (1990, 2001) to explain the
more or less can go out of business, becoming so absolute advantages of human capital and infrastructure,

which can be measured to some extent, and intangibledepleted by outmigration that they are at a long-run
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Jockeying for Position When Places Compete 1103

advantages such as social and relational capital, focus of separate reports, such as The Global Information
Technology Report 2002–2003 (D et al., 2003),cooperation, collective learning and untraded inter-

dependencies, which almost certainly cannot be mea- a new series that began in 2002, and Environmental
Performance Measurement: The Global Report 2001–2002sured. For comparisons among nations, cost and price

competitiveness have become less important, increas- (E and C, 2002), a (so far) one-off
report that focuses on measuring national environ-ingly replaced by technological competitiveness and the

ability to compete on delivery (indicated by transport mental sustainability and national environmental
performance.3equipment and infrastructure) (F , 1988).

Competition among places involves more than All of the WEF reports now centre on country
rankings or ‘league tables’ on two dimensions of com-marketing or attempting to sell them. It involves the

enhancement or improvement in the attributes that petitiveness: growth competitiveness, or prospects for
the next 5–8 years, and microeconomic competi-make it possible to attract and keep investment and

migrants – that is, to become ‘sticky places’ tiveness, which refers to a country’s effective use of its
current stock of resources, based on the four elements(M, 1996). In addition, competition raises

the level of information – and the factual basis that of P ’s (1990) ‘diamond’ framework. Growth
competitiveness includes three component indices:underlies that information. That is, competition

includes marketing but also it connotes more than technology, public institutions and macroeconomic
environment, and the indices themselves have sub-advertising, which can be based on highly selective if

not misleading information. indices. For example, technology itself is comprised of
sub-indices on innovation, information and commun-The following sections lay out some of benefits and

problems of competition among places.2 The next ication technology (ICT) and technology transfer, and
the public institutions index consists of sub-indices forsection examines briefly competition among nations,

as embodied in annual competitiveness rankings. The contracts and law and for corruption.
Perhaps appropriately for the concept of competi-paper then turns to competition among subnational

territories and cities, contrasting imitative ‘low-road’ tiveness, the WEF has a competitor in the production
of annual competitiveness rankings. Since 1989, thepolicies with ‘high-road’, knowledge-based policies.

The final sections turn to an assessment of the disadvan- International Institute for Management Development
has produced a direct competitor to the GCR, the Worldtages and benefits of competition among places. The

disadvantages of competition mainly concern the perils Competitiveness Yearbook (WCY ). Both annual reports
include both ‘hard data’ and data from surveys of execu-that low-road strategies build so that no strengths

can prevail over the long term, which presents particu- tives. Without the series of offspring that now revolve
around the GCR, and including fewer countries (50),lar difficulties for regions trying to catch up in the

context of territorial competition based on knowledge. the WCY analyses a larger number (314) of different
criteria, grouped into four ‘competitiveness factors’:There are many benefits of scanning (i.e. looking over

the environment systematically for new knowledge), economic performance, government efficiency, busi-
ness efficiency and infrastructure (Iwhich aids in learning and absorbing knowledge to be

put to use as conditions change (H , 2002; I  M D,
2002). The 2003 edition for the first time includesJ et al., 1997).
regional economies – Bavaria (Germany), California
(USA), Catalonia (Spain), Ile-de-France (France),

COMPETITIVENESS AND
Lombardy (Italy), Maharashtra (India), Rhone-Alps

COMPETITION AT THE
(France), Scotland (UK), and Zhejiang (China) –

INTERNATIONAL SCALE
separately from their national economies.

There might well be advantage in having com-Whether or not nations can or do compete, their
competitiveness can be measured. International com- petition among competitiveness rankings, since they

provide distinct information (R et al., 2002;parisons have become commonplace, and indeed two
competing groups provide annual rankings of national Y , 2003). Both the GCR and the WCY have

added items related to technology and infrastructure ineconomies based on measures of competitiveness. The
first, the W E F’s (WEF, 2003) recent years. Analyses of the high-technology competi-

tiveness of countries suggest that inputs and outputsGlobal Competitiveness Programme, since 1979 has
published annual competitiveness reports covering the can be tracked over the long term, with predictive

power (P et al., 2001; R et al., 1996).major economies of the world, now 80 countries. The
WEF hypes its Global Competitiveness Report (GCR) There remains a bias toward rich countries seen in the

neoliberal policy prescriptions implicit in them (L,(C and S, 2003) as ‘the most
authoritative and comprehensive assessment of the 2001).

Although a country’s overall ranking reflects a com-comparative strengths and weaknesses of national
economies around the world’ (WEF, 2003, p. 1). bination of factors or variables combined in some

manner, their combination is not the same as systemicSpecific dimensions of competitiveness are also the
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1104 Edward J. Malecki

competitiveness (B, 1994; M-S, are subtle qualities that frequently outweigh the con-
ventional, measurable ‘hard’ skills (M and T,1997). This concept suggests that sustained industrial

competitiveness rests not only on firms’ capabilities 1996).
Competition on the basis of low wages, docile labour(the micro-level) and a stable economic framework (the

macro-level), but also on a tissue of supporting, sector- and low taxes, which perpetuate an inability to upgrade
to an economic base of higher skill and higher wages,specific and specialized institutions and targeted policies

(the meso-level), and on governance structures that had been common in the US South since the 1930s
(C, 1993). The Grant Thornton business climate’sfacilitate problem-solving between state and societal

actors (the meta-level). Clearly, this bears strong resem- focus on variables related to costs and taxes brought
a devastating critique by the C blance to the concept of systems of innovations (or

innovation systems), on which much has been written, E D (CfED, 1986). The
CfED’s The Development Report Card for the Statesparticularly at the national scale (E , 1997;

L, 1992; N , 1993). Some aspects of (1987) proposed an alternative set of guidelines for state
economic development: performance, business vitalityinstitutions are found in both the GCR and the WCY,

but the nested (micro, macro, meso, meta) levels of the and development capacity as the organizational frame-
work for 71 measures of each state economy (Table 1)systemic competitiveness approach envisions institu-

tions as more than merely variables in a large empirical (CfED, 2003a, b). The Grant Thornton studies ended
in 1993; the annual Development Report Cards continue.analysis.

Competition among regions of the low-road variety,
unfortunately, has not yet died out, especially among

REGIONAL COMPETITION: THE
regions desperate to land scarce mobile investment such

LOW ROAD
as auto assembly plants. Subsidies of all kinds are tossed
out to attract these facilities, mediated by site locationThe distinctiveness of regional economies has been

evident at least since the publication of P (1990) consultants who assess the ‘business climate’ and ‘labour
climate’ of communities to justify providing incentives.and N et al. (1990), reinforced by O (1995)

and S (1998). The WCY is the first of the global Not only smokestacks, but also corporate headquarters
rankings to examine several regional economies, despite are sought in this way, recently including US$61 mil-
the presence among the GCR team of Porter, who lion to Boeing by the city of Chicago, Illinois, to
has recognized regional clusters as the heart of national choose the city as its new headquarters location
competitiveness since 1990. The European Commis- (K , 2002).
sion also assessed regional competitiveness at the same If territories compete for a relatively small number
time, identifying several factors as most important to of large investment projects, T (2003) demon-
regional economies: proximity to markets, the com- strates they are in a Prisoners’ Dilemma game: there is
munication system, financial institutions and product no incentive for them to cooperate or not to continue
life-cycle stage (N et al., 1990). This list goes a step to compete by offering subsidies and other incentives
beyond traditional, cost-based factors that lead to low- to investors. The problem is lessened, Thomas suggests,
road, race-to-the-bottom, policies. in areas where a strong central government, or supra-

Perhaps the height of interregional competition of national government such as the European Union, can
the low-road variety took place in the 1970s in the control and restrain such competition. The degree of
USA, when ‘the second war between the states’ was such control may well be an illusion reinforced by
announced by B W (1976) magazine. This distance. D (1990, p. 181) concluded that:
label, repeated throughout the 1980s (R and

there is no clear and systematic UK policy towards inwardS, 1986), was reinforced by acrimonious
investment. Investment promotion is carried on by whatcompetition among states to attain high rankings on
can reasonably be called a ‘confusion’ of different agenciesthe annual General Manufacturing Business Climates rank-
and institutions, a hierarchy of various levels betweenings of the 50 US states by the accounting firm
which there are substantial tensions and within whichAlexander Grant (subsequently renamed General Manu- there is intense competition. . . . The territorial develop-

facturing Climates and the Grant Thornton Manufacturing ment agencies of Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland,
Climates Study). These annual rankings served to define with their stronger identity, institutions and interests, are
what was meant by a good business climate during the able to compete strongly for investment in part on the
1980s. Just as business climate was interpreted in various strength of their research and analytical skills.
ways, labour ‘skill’ took on meanings beyond technical

‘Smokestack chasing’ was thought to have died out,qualifications. Skill ‘more often means the behavioural
replaced by third- and fourth-wave ‘entrepreneurial’characteristics of labour: ‘qualities as ‘‘good company
policies in cities and regions (C and G,employees,’’ in terms of attendance, flexibility, respon-
1998; E, 1988; F, 1988; H, 1986;sibility, discipline, identification with the company and,
I, 1994; L and J , 1994;crucially, work rate and quality’ (M and S,

1985, p. 390). These behavioural traits or ‘soft skills’ S and W , 1990). Supply-side policies
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Jockeying for Position When Places Compete 1105

Table 1. Measures used in the Development Report Card for the States, 2002

Indicators Performance: how well is the state’s Business vitality: how dynamic are Development capacity: what is the state’s
economy providing opportunities for the state’s large and small capacity for future development?
employment, income and an improving businesses?
quality of life?

Sub-indicators Employment: measuring the extent to Competitiveness of existing Human resources: identifying the
which the economy is providing work for businesses: measuring the strength education and skill levels of the
those who seek it: long-term of a state’s traded sector and workforce: basic educational skills,
employment growth, short-term whether businesses are being proficiency – reading, basic educational
employment growth, unemployment rate, sustained: traded sector strength, skills proficiency – mathematics, average
mass layoffs change in traded sector strength, teacher salary, K-12 education

business closings, competitiveness expenditures, high-school graduation,
index, manufacturing capital high-school attainment, college
investment attainment

Earnings and job quality: measuring how Structural diversity: determining if Financial resources: focusing on the
well people are compensated for the work the economic base of the state is availability and use of capital to meet the
they do: average annual pay, average sufficiently varied so the state can full range of business needs: income from
annual pay growth, employer health grow even if the market for dividends, interest and rent, venture
coverage, working poor, involuntary part- products produced by any industry capital investments, Small Business
time employment changes: sectoral diversity, dynamic Investment Companies (SBIC) Program

diversity financing, loans to small businesses
Equity: identifying the extent to which Entrepreneurial energy: evaluating Infrastructure resources: measuring the
the opportunity to attain a high standard the extent to which new firms are conditions of a state’s physical
of living is widely shared: poverty rate, generated and whether they are infrastructure: highway deficiency, bridge
income distribution, income distribution contributing to employment deficiency, urban mass transit, sewage
change, rural/urban disparity growth: new companies, change in treatment needs, digital infrastructure

new companies, new business job
growth, technology jobs, initial
public offerings

Quality of life: examining the non- Amenity resources and natural capital:
material aspects of a high standard of assessing quality of life and the
living, such as social conditions and civic sustainability of natural resources: energy
capacities to determine: net migration, costs, urban housing costs, health
infant mortality, uninsured low-income professional shortage areas, conversion of
children, teen pregnancy, heart disease, cropland to other uses, air quality
homeownership rate, charitable giving,
voting rate, crime rate
Resource efficiency: identifying the Innovation assets: measuring technical
intensity of finite natural resource use to knowledge and technological resources:
evaluate sustainability: per capita energy PhD scientists and engineers, science and
consumption, renewable energy, toxic engineering graduate students,
release inventory, vehicle miles travelled, households with computers, university
recycling rate, greenhouse gas emissions research and development, federal

research and development, private
research and development, SBIR grants,
royalties and licenses, patents issued,
university spin-outs

Source: C  E D (2003b).

to attract businesses were supplemented by demand- labour, capital, infrastructure and location. Only after
those are softer intangible factors considered: institu-side policies aimed at the retention of existing busi-

nesses and, to a lesser degree, by policies to support tional capacity, business culture, community identity
and image, and quality of life. Knowledge and technol-the creation of new firms and the expansion of existing

businesses (E, 1988; F, 1988). How- ogy lie in between, but behind traditional factors.
W (1998) interprets this as suggestive of a lingeringever, it is clear that low-road competition still exists

(L, 1995; L, 1996; R , 2000). supply-side orientation.
Impact studies project unrealistic impacts to justify
larger bundles of ‘incentives’ (C and

Competitiveness and interlocal competition: marketing and
M , 2001), firms overstate their future employ-

glurbanization
ment to receive incentives (G and K ,
2001) and land-use planning is tailored to the needs of At the urban scale, territorial competition combines

the concerns of property-oriented growth machinesinvestors (T-J and P, 2000).
Local economic development practitioners continue with those of newer city marketers who manipulate

images and repackage the ‘place product’ (Cto focus on traditional location factors such as land,
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1106 Edward J. Malecki

and G , 1996). Particularly striking are the are ‘built within the locality’ (S, 1992,
p. 57). J and S (2000, p. 2295) call the localsimilarities in the images projected by cities as they

compete for business investment, shoppers, tourists and tailoring of policies glurbanization, the urban counter-
part to glocalization. These are ‘entrepreneurialnew residents (H, 1994). Indeed, consultants

and ‘how to’ texts effectively ensure that this will be strategies that are concerned to secure the most advan-
tageous insertion of a given city into the changingthe case (e.g. K et al., 1993). Places not only

can be sold, but also the ‘place product’ can be branded, interscalar division of labour in the world economy’.
launched and repositioned for the appropriate demo-
graphic segments (A and G , 1990;

But is it entrepreneurial?
H and W , 1992; K et al., 1993).
In the context of tourism, for example, the built The shift during the 1980s from managerialism to

entrepreneurialism, focusing ‘on investment and eco-infrastructure consists of facilities that ‘are similar from
city to city’ because they are aimed at the same market nomic development with the speculative construction

of place rather than amelioration of conditions withinsegments: meetings and conventions, sports, entertain-
ment, and shopping. ‘Few cities can forgo competition a particular territory . . . is entrepreneurial precisely

because it is speculative’ (H, 1989, pp. 7–8).in each of these sectors’ ( J , 2003b, p. 14).
H ’s (1989, p. 12) review of urban entrepre- Rather than being merely reactive, cities compete for

production of goods and services, for consumptionneurialism identified characteristics that remain largely
intact: (including tourism and retirement, arts and festivals),

for command and control functions, and for redistribu-
Many of the innovations and investments designed to tion of surpluses through central governments. Because
make particular cities more attractive as cultural and so many places are chasing the same goal, ‘serial repro-
consumer centers have quickly been imitated elsewhere, duction of similar forms of urban redevelopment’ is
thus rendering any competitive advantage within a system

inevitable (H, 1989, p. 10). L (1995)of cities ephemeral. . . . Local coalitions have no option,
insists, however, that the urban ‘package’ is commodi-given the coercive laws of competition, except to keep
fication rather than entrepreneurial activity; entrepre-ahead of the game thus engendering leap-frogging innova-
neurship implies that a product is something new ortions in life styles, cultural forms, products and service
innovative. Indeed, H (1989, p. 11) acknow-mixes, even institutional and political forms if they are to

survive. ledges that ‘the search to procure investment capital
confines innovation to a very narrow path’.

Even as they advise localities on how to compete, The speculative or entrepreneurial qualities of urban
K et al. (1993, p. 15) acknowledge that ‘the investments derive from the inability to predict exactly
escalating competition . . . for business attraction has which package will succeed in luring mobile produc-
the marks of a zero-sum game or worse, a negative- tion, financial and consumption flows into a particular
sum game, in that even the winner ultimately becomes space (H, 1989, p. 11). The inability to predict
the loser’. S (1992, p. 58) observes that outcomes has led J and S (2000, p. 2290) to
‘frenzied’ and ‘unbridled’ competition results in over suggest five possible types of innovative urban forms
accumulation and the threat of devaluation. Worse and functions:
perhaps is the fact that the economics of urban redevel-
opment projects are so flawed that cities ‘face the Ω Introduction of new types of urban place or space

for producing, servicing, working, consuming, liv-possibility of being caught in a vicious cycle of having
to provide larger subsidies to finance projects that ing, etc. (e.g. technopoles, intelligent cities, cross-

border cities, multicultural cities).deliver even fewer public benefits’ (L and
G, 1993, p. 72). So why do places compete if Ω New methods of space or place production to create

location-specific advantages for producing goods/the benefits are so few and uncertain? In short, because
‘all places are in trouble, but some are in more trouble services.

Ω Opening new markets, including modifying thethan others’ (K et al., 1993, p. 3; S and
K, 1998). Moreover, because interurban competi- spatial division of consumption through enhancing

the quality of life for residents, commuters or visitorstion never relents, regeneration must be repeated,
because ‘all places are in trouble now, or will be in the (e.g. culture, entertainment, spectacles, new city-

scapes, gay quarters, gentrification).near future’ (K et al., 1993, p. 346).
Despite similar motivations from place to place, local Ω Finding new sources of supply to enhance competi-

tive advantages, such as new sources of immigration,conditions vary sufficiently (varying degrees of ‘trouble’,
perhaps) that, despite apparent similarities, there is no new sources of funding from the central state,

attracting inward investment or reskilling theconvergence on a single urban/regional policy in the
USA and the UK, even if each can be characterized workforce.

Ω Refiguring or redefining the urban hierarchy and/oras a form of competitive regionalism ( J and
W , 2002). Regulatory and institutional structures altering the place of a given city within it, such as
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Jockeying for Position When Places Compete 1107

world or global city position, regional gateways, The discourse of interurban competition, crystallized
hubs, cross-border regions and ‘virtual regions’. in the popular media’s images and rankings, sustains

and encourages ideological conformity about what it
The elites in entrepreneurial cities, particularly bankers, takes to ‘win’ in this competition. Established strat-
newspaper publishers and other location-bound busi- egies – redevelopment of central cities, convention
nesses, remain in control of the images of their cities centres, sports facilities, and shopping and restaurant
(H and H , 1996; L , 1995; districts – are being supplemented by concern for the
R, 1998). The local dependence of firms can lead ‘people climate’ (amenities and culture), rather than
to the formation of local business coalitions to promote only the business climate of a place (F , 2002).
local economic development. These local business The centrality of quality of life to attract and keep
coalitions appeal to the local population and its local mobile professionals – some of whom might start new
consumption/status needs, e.g. orchestras, professional firms – broadens the scope of ‘best places for business’
theatre companies, major sports franchises, shopping to include amenities and other ‘quality of life’ consid-
malls and bricked streets (C and M, 1988, erations. This is the latest in a wave of entrepreneurial
p. 320). strategies to address competition in a geographical

context. Such responses are unlikely to go away, rein-
forced as they are by an industry comprised of consult-Media attention
ancies, trade press, formal education and other means

Competition among cities for the attention of investors, of learning (P , 1998).
tourists and new residents also requires attention to
media images and rankings. Annual ‘Best cities for

Tourism and regional competitionbusiness’ rankings of Fortune magazine have been joined
by the Forbes–Milken Institute Best Places Ranking Index Amenities also figure prominently in efforts to attract
(M I, 2002). Other publications, such tourists. Indeed, the same amenities – a cultural ‘scene’
as E (2002) and I. (2000), whose

incorporating architecture, art and history, and diverse
readership is comprised of entrepreneurs, produce lists

restaurants and shops – are among the local attributesof the Best Cities to Start and Grow a Company in Now.
seen as desirable for both local residents and visitors.Even AméricaEconomı́a has begun an annual ranking of
Tourism is an ill-defined sector that has risen in impor-cities in Latin America, in which Miami ranks far out
tance as both business tourism and leisure tourism havein front of São Paulo, Brazil, the second-ranked city
expanded greatly, sparking policies and building ‘urban(A , 2002).
entertainment amenities’ explicitly to attract visitorsWhile not a completely new phenomenon, place-
(E, 2000). The ‘infrastructure of play’ includesmarketing has taken on a larger importance as media
renovated waterfronts, shopping areas, and entertain-outlets proliferate. Places see a need to advertise their
ment and cultural districts that demand local investmentattractions to target markets, such as visitors, residents
( J , 2003a). Business tourism, which encompassesand workers, business and industry, and export markets.
conferences, conventions, and sector-specific exhibi-For each of these, a marketing programme can include
tions and fairs, also demands local investment andcreation of a positive image, developing attractions, and
marketing (B et al., 2002; C-improving local infrastructure and quality of life (G
R and R-B, 1998; L,and W , 1994; K et al., 1993; R and
2002).S, 1986). Maintaining – or creating – a

Tremendous competition also has emerged for ‘hall-positive image is perhaps most important to the largest,
mark events’, such as blockbuster touring art exhibi-or global, cities, including London, New York and
tions and periodic sporting events such as the OlympicTokyo. In recent bidding for the 2012 Olympic Games,
Games and the Football (soccer) World Cup (L,both London and New York are in the running primar-
2002; S , 2002). Such hallmark events can takeily to stay in the media eye in a positive light. In
place in only one location and only every 2 or 4 years,general, the cities that compete the most are those that
so they are a classic scarce resource for which citiesare most competitive (S , 2002).
(and their regions and countries) compete with oneMC (2004) emphasizes the relationships
another. More frequent, perhaps annual sports champi-between media discourse and urban politics in his
onships may induce competition among a small bandanalysis of Money magazine’s ‘best places to live’ in the
of cities in a single country, such as the Super Bowl ofUSA. There are such lists, compiled annually by vari-
American football and the Final Four college basketballous publications and organizations, frequently with the
tournament in the USA. More prominent are attemptsobjective of selling new publications. McCann shows
to land the Olympics as a high-profile hallmark event.that these rankings are a genuine focus of local policy-
Such efforts, even if not successful, direct media atten-makers and business leaders, wherein the objective to
tion toward new symbols – of the ‘cultural capital’ inimprove a city’s ranking becomes a centrepiece of local

growth strategy and its discourse. a post-modern city (Sydney, Australia) (W , 1999),
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1108 Edward J. Malecki

or of new image for a city and its nation-state (Cape in local strategies are high-road policies to promote
entrepreneurship and technology-based economicTown, South Africa) (H , 2000).

More generally, sports tourism and mega events and development. Three sets of prominent examples have
attracted international attention. First, the success ofhallmark events are part of a constant competition

between cities and regions attempting to draw in industrial districts in Italy and Denmark – ‘competi-
tively advantaged regions’, as C (1996a, p. 162)mobile capital ( J , 2001). Big entertainment pro-

jects, whether sports or eating, drinking and shopping, calls them – demonstrate that a high-road strategy
to regional development is possible (A , 1996;generally place the concerns of visitors to cities above

those of the those who reside in the city (E , C, 1995). There are few such regions where
learning, associational behaviour and working clusters2000).

European cities have not blindly followed the US operate. Silicon Valley, California, is on the list, as
is Baden-Württemberg, Germany (a ‘model region’),model, particularly with regard to tourism, for several

reasons. European cities are structurally unique, and Emilia-Romagna, Italy, and the UK’s Motor Sport
Valley (C and M , 1998; C, 2002a).the accumulation of cultural capital such as distinctive

architecture is itself a tourist attraction. Moreover, Second, a few ‘new economy’ clusters have emerged,
including the Telecom Corridor in Richardson, Texas,European urban cores retain a mix of functions, includ-

ing residential, which means that large sports and biotechnology in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and
biotech and ICT clusters in Cambridge, UK. Third,convention facilities (typical in downtown areas of US

cities) are not feasible (V  B et al., 2003). newly created, policy-led clusters with promising
beginnings have emerged in Oulu, Finland, and win-Nonetheless, P (2003, p. 21) insists that ‘privatiz-

ing discourses’ are ‘being carried on in every city in ners of a German BioRegio competition centred in
Cologne, Heidelberg, Munich, and Jena. The Germanthe world in one way or another’. The ‘essential

equipment’ of a ‘first-class’ tourist city includes a competition among regional innovation systems is a
rare case of a competition among regions initiated,sports stadium or arena, a convention centre and major

convention hotels, all paid for by the citizens of the encouraged and carried out by a national ministry, the
German Ministry of Education, Science, Research andcity (P, 2003, pp. 35–36). Some of this is the

discourse of entrepreneurialism, which may have rela- Technology (BMBF), and focused on the ability of
regions to meet objectives to commercialize biotech-tively little connection with who will benefit and who

will not from popular policies (E , 2000). nology (C, 2002a; D, 2000).
The economic base of cities is increasingly producerWhile the bundle of attractions and the involvement

of public financial support remains largely as H services, which respond not simply to access to markets,
inputs or a fixed supply of labour, but to up-to-the-(1989) described it, a glimmer of local uniqueness has

entered. Local culture and history are incorporated into minute information, specialized services and a quality
life that facilitates recruitment of skilled and highlyrestaurant and entertainment district redevelopment, if

only to implant some authenticity (F , 2002; mobile professionals. F (2002) and N
(2003) suggest that elite labour sustains the new indus-J et al., 2003).
trial space, with quality of life as a locational asset. In
this context, urban and regional competitiveness aimed
at becoming learning regions, working clusters and

KNOWLEDGE POLICIES:
knowledge economies with functioning regional or

COMPETITION ON THE HIGH ROAD
local innovation systems, may be the preferred goal
(C, 2002a). These objectives are less sporadic orIt is more difficult for cities and regions to aim for the

‘high road’ rather than the ‘low road’ in development. ephemeral than permanent, incremental and focused
on long-term development – development of regionsThe nuances operating in regional and local systems

of innovation are scarcely the traditional factors of rather than in regions (L, 2001). Such an
objective combines structural change, such as incorpo-production in economics. Even agglomeration, a seem-

ingly simple concept, has proven very difficult to ration of the information economy (D , 2002),
and the imperatives of lifestyle and amenities to attractuntangle in its various guises (G and

MC , 2000). the creative workforce of the new economy (F ,
2002). It has been clear for some time that urbanUrban and regional competitiveness is inherently

multidimensional, including both traditional factors amenities – more than climate – attract tourists as
well as mobile professional workers (F , 2002;of production, infrastructure and location, as well as

economic structure and more ‘ethereal’ factors, such as M and B, 1992). People with higher
knowledge and skill, whether labelled as ‘symbolicquality of life and environmental urban amenities.

Competitiveness also reflects effective governance, analysts’ (R , 1991) or ‘the creative class’
(F , 2002), also are more capable of entrepre-urban strategy, public–private cooperation, and institu-

tional flexibility (K , 1995; D and G, neurship, a key part of the process of continual regional
rejuvenation.2001). Least likely to be understood and reflected
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Jockeying for Position When Places Compete 1109

F ’s (2002, pp. 223–234) description of change (M , 1995). Particularly difficult to
influence are the cognitive aspects of a regional system,quality of place resonates with the soft, intangible

qualities used to describe knowledge economies and which strongly affect the ability to adapt to new
conditions (G, 1993; M , 1996). Thus,innovative milieus: an interrelated set of experiences:

what is there, who is there, what is going on. Quality strategies should be aimed at the intensification of the
productive capacities of the cities and regions in whichof place does not occur automatically; it is an ongoing

dynamic process that thrives on authenticity, diversity they are based through the construction of ‘territorially
rooted immobile assets’ (B, 1998, pp. 15–16).and interaction. Entrepreneurial cities seem unable to

create the ‘buzz’ found in centres of cultural creativity It is easier, however, to create science parks and
technopoles as symbols of local innovativeness than it(S and V , 2002). There are several

reasons: the factors are too soft; the needs of each is to create communication and technology transfer
(K, 2002). It seems to be as difficult, if notindustry are different; each industry agglomerates in a

different district or ‘quarter’ of the urban area; and impossible, for regional leaders truly to ‘get it’ with
regard to innovation as it is for them to understand theeach creative person and firm uses the locality in

different ways (D, 2003; S , 2000). appeal of diversity (F , 2002). L and
S (1998) fear that places that cannot attainDespite attempts by cities to be creative (F ,

2002), innovative (B , 2002; Simmie, 2001) and high-road competitiveness automatically and instinc-
tively tend to shift to low-road, low-wage strategies.intelligent (K, 2002), innovative regions

are not found everywhere. Large cities in Europe’s In small communities, which often cannot afford
the costly, highly visible projects of large cities, ‘soft’core region (however defined; N, 1993) have

much – but not all – of Europe’s innovative activity cultural and social variables matter most for regional
development: institutions, leadership, culture, com-(M and S, 1999; P and

U , 2000; Ŕ-P, 1999). Europe’s munity (MD, 1995). In all places, the popular
cluster concept has been widely misapplied as merelyregions have originated in different ways: via top-down

regionalization (as in France) or bottom-up regionalism the collection of sectors that have traded interaction,
indicated by input–output linkages. Not measured in(as in Belgium and in Spain). The top-down creations

are less able to muster the assemblage of features input–output matrices are the links between firms
and organizations and institutions (A, 2000,common to ‘accomplished regional economies’:

agglomeration economies, institutional learning, P, 1998a, b). These links and other intangible,
untraded interdependencies among firms are often moreassociative governance, proximity capital and interactive

innovation (C et al., 2000; C, 2002a). important than input–output relations (C,
1986; P, 2001; S, 1997).C (2002b) argues the case for regional innova-

tion systems using agglomeration economies, insti-
tutional learning, associative governance, proximity

Innovation indices
capital and interactive innovation. Criteria for innova-
tion at the regional level include infrastructural (finance, Silicon Valley arguably stands as the leader in the global

race; attempts to replicate its success stretch backhard infrastructures such as telecom and transport,
and soft knowledge infrastructures) and superstructural decades (M , 1997; M

and W, 2000; M and Ć, 1987;(institutions and organizational aspects of both firms
and policy). If regional systems of innovation are a R and L , 1984; R , 2002).

Although each region has its own set of strengths,standard to be attained, it is perhaps in the soft super-
structural dimensions where regions vary most including localized tacit knowledge, that cannot be rep-

licated elsewhere, successful regions such as Silicon(C et al., 1998, 2000). The organizational ele-
ments that involve firms are perhaps the softest of all. Valley do not stand still. In general, the superior organ-

izing capacity of strong regions enables them to initiateHere, C et al. (1998) list trustful (rather than
antagonistic) labour relations, workplace cooperation, new efforts as well as to maintain older successful poli-

cies (C and G , 1996; V  Bworker-welfare orientation, mentoring (versus ‘sink or
swim’), externalization and innovation (in contrast to and B , 1999). Since the mid-1990s, i.e. before

the recent dot-com meltdown, J V:adaptation) as characteristics of strong potential for
regional systems of innovation. These characteristics S  V N (2003) has worked to

deal with growth, rejuvenation and issues that in Europeare similar to those diffused among the suppliers of a
firm that chose ‘soft’ transfer or ‘competitiveness trans- would be called cohesion, such as housing affordability,

civic involvement, health and quality of life. An annualfer’ of technology, one which recognizes the human
relations requirements of new technology (E Index of Silicon Valley tracks indicators of the region’s

economy and quality of life.and P , 1996). In innovative milieus, equally
soft and invisible dynamics are at work: learning and Other regions have begun to emulate the practice

of annual benchmarking. The Minneapolis–St Paulinteraction, both of which are difficult to measure and
therefore difficult for policy to create, maintain or region, Minnesota, through the Great North Alliance,
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1110 Edward J. Malecki

has recently released its third Great North Opportunity comparisons’ with three other Canadian provinces
(Alberta, British Columbia, Quebec), four states in theForecast (P, 2002), which expanded its comparison

base from seven other urban regions in 2000 to 11 USA (California, Massachusetts, Illinois, Michigan)
and one country (Sweden) (O S regions in 2001. I P (2002)

has completed an extensive Innovation and Entrepre- I C , 2002). NovaKnowledge has
published the Nova Scotia Knowledge Report Card sinceneurial Index that compares Philadelphia with several

other places with which the city-region competes, such 1998 to define and monitor the progress of Nova
Scotia’s knowledge economy, mainly in comparisonas Baltimore (Maryland), Boston (Massachusetts), New

York (New York), Pittsburgh (Pennsylvania), Raleigh– with other Canadian provinces (NK,
2002).4 These are relatively traditional compilationsDurham–Chapel Hill (Research Triangle, North

Carolina), San Diego (California) and Washington, of science and technology indicators. Other regions,
especially in the USA, have begun to address moreDC. The mixed results (Is our glass half empty or half

full?) are refreshingly honest. Table 2 compares aspects subtle aspects of regional success, such as attracting and
keeping young people (F S L , 2002).of Silicon Valley, the Great North and Innovation

Philadelphia. Objective comparisons of data for a region and its
primary competitors were somewhat rare until recently.In Canada, Ontario has published an Ontario Innova-

tion . . . Index since 2000, including ‘benchmarking The S S  T I-
 (SSTI, 2002) compiles and critiques the reports
available for states and for urban regions, as well as
several reports at the national scale in the USA. TheTable 2. Categories and measures used by three regional
SSTI suggests several benefits of innovation indices ororganizations in the USA
report cards. First, an index, particularly in a traditional

Great North industrial economy, may help increase the population’s
Silicon Valley, Alliance, Innovation

recognition of what is necessary to thrive in an econ-California, Minneapolis, Philadelphia,
omy that is more knowledge based, technologicallyRegion 2010 Minnesota Pennsylvania
more sophisticated and globally more competitive.

Categories Innovative Performance Knowledge
Second, an index can help to identify the areas thatand measures economy Prosperity
warrant the most immediate attention of targetedRegional

personality programmes and policies. Third, an index offers the
Pull political opportunity and supporting evidence to
Resource flow engage in longer-term policies and programmes than

Liveable Innovation Capital
typically can result when leaders are motivated by shortenvironment capacity
election cycles. Fourth, researchers and policy-makersInspiration

Invention can assess the direction of a region’s or a state’s economy
Entrepreneurial if the index includes multi-year data and is done

introduction regularly to measure change. Finally, an index may
Inclusive Development Location

provide data to support ‘branding’ and other promo-society capacity
tional marketing strategies of a region or city.5Minds

Means Currently, seven nation-wide indices in the USA
Economic rank states on innovation, technology and knowledge.

momentum Perhaps the best known are The State New Economy
Regional

Index (newly updated for 2002 to compare with thestewardship
original in 1999) and The Metropolitan New EconomyTotal number

of indicators 31 58 29 Index (A et al., 1999; A and
Comparison Chicago, IL New York, NY G, 2001; A , 2002). Both indexes
regions Boston, MA Boston, MA use five key economic dimensions of state and/or local:

Atlanta, GA Research
knowledge jobs, globalization, economic dynamism,Dallas, TX Triangle, NC
digital economy and innovation capacity (Table 3).Seattle, WA San Diego, CA

Phoenix, AZ Pittsburgh, PA Such reports are elaborate indeed, with broad frame-
Denver, CO Baltimore, MD works for what constitutes a knowledge base and a
Austin, TX Washington, range of well-documented data sources. At the same
Orange County, DC/Northern

time, L (2002) shows there are no straightforwardCA Virginia
links between knowledge and innovation at the citySalt Lake City,

UT scale and economic growth in Europe. F (2002)
Research suggests a strong link in the USA, centred around the
Triangle, NC role of the ‘creative class’ of mobile professionals who

increasingly determine the locations of firms.Sources: I P (2002); J V:
S  V N (2003); P (2002). Regional (multi-state) organizations also get into
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Jockeying for Position When Places Compete 1111

Table 3. Indicators in the New Economy Index

Dimension Indicator

Knowledge jobs Information technology jobs (per cent of total jobs)
Jobs held by managers, professionals and technicians (per cent of total workforce)
Workforce education level (weighted measure of advanced degrees, bachelor’s degrees, associate’s degrees
and some college coursework)
Education level of the manufacturing workforce

Globalization Export focus of manufacturing (per cent of jobs dependent on exports)
Foreign direct investment (per cent employed by foreign companies)

Economic dynamism Gazelle jobs (per cent of jobs in fast-growing companies – those with sales revenue that has grown 20% or
more for 4 straight years)
Job churning (business start-ups and failures as a per cent of all firms)
Initial Public Offerings (their value as a per cent of gross state product)

Transformation to a digital Online population (per cent of adults with Internet access)
economy Commercial Internet domains (number per firm)

Education technology (weighted measure of the per cent of classrooms wired for the Internet, teachers
with technology training and schools with more than 50% of teachers with school-based e-mail accounts)
Digital government (a measure of digital technologies in state governments)
Online agriculture
Online manufacturers
Broadband telecommunication

Technological innovation Number of high-technology jobs ( jobs in electronics, software and computer-related services, and
capacity telecommunications as a per cent of total employment)

Number of scientists and engineers (per cent of workforce)
Number of patents issued (per ’000 workers)
Industry investment in research and development (per cent of GSP)
Venture capital (per cent of GSP)

Note: GSP, gross state product.
Source: A (2002).

regional assessments. The Southern Growth Policies studies, the Science and Engineering State Profiles.
These are somewhat less comprehensive than the inter-Board, formed by 13 governors of states in the US

South in 1971, has long tracked innovation and tech- nationally focused Science Indicators (since 1987 Science
and Engineering Indicators) (G , 2003).nology through its Southern Technology Council. In

2000, the board began to publish an annual Southern One of the more elaborate studies is the State Science
and Technology Index, commissioned by TechVenturesInnovation Index to promote innovation, entrepre-

neurship and economic growth in the South. The Network, formerly Bay Area Regional Technology
Alliance, with support from the California Technology,index identifies 56 benchmarks and compares each

state against the US average and against a target figure. Trade and Commerce Agency. This study uses 73
components for each of the 50 states, providing aLess a regional index than a compilation of those of

the various states, it is a typical data-rich report that look at each ‘ecosystem of economic development and
sustainability’ (DV , 2002, p. 8). Such an indexprovides regular comparisons on measures believed to

be related to regional development. As an annual index, approaches the goal to embody the degree to which a
national or regional ‘economy is able to adapt tothe Southern Innovation Index and other compilations of

‘indicators’ can provide policy guidance in contrast to structural change, or, in the more favourable case, to
internally anticipate it’ (D , 1994, p. 307).‘mere data’ (G , 2003).

The creation of indices is not the work of consultants Rankings and analyses of data at the regional scale
in the UK have only recently begun (H , 2003).or of local or regional boosters alone. Federal govern-

ment agencies have weighed in, such as the Technology Huggins notes that the most striking feature of the 12-
region UK Index of Regional Competitiveness is theAdministration of the US Department of Commerce,

which has prepared a report of State Science & Technology continuance of a north–south divide in economic
fortunes. Indeed, this can be seen as a signal that theIndicators in 2000 and 2001; this report did not appear

in 2002 (US D  C, T- Index is accurate. The index components that measure
knowledge-based business growth exhibit the highest A , 2001). These studies

used 37 different metrics that assess research and devel- correlation with regional output growth from 1993 to
1999 (ró0.62). It appears, however, that the UKopment (R&D), educational attainment, scientists and

engineers, finance, and high-technology industry in Department of Trade and Industry has decided to
combine the Regional Competitiveness Indicators with itseach state. For the past decade, the US N

S F (2002) has produced for ‘State of the Regions’ Core Indicators (W et al.,
2003). Significantly, regional indicators related to theseveral years the basic raw material for this and other
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1112 Edward J. Malecki

knowledge economy appear to have been dropped Policy-makers and politicians should ‘replace their
place-based way of thinking with a focus on connectiv-from the new indicator set.
ity, performance and flow’, i.e. ‘how they can extend
city networks through time and space to attain (and

Cooperation, competition and world cities
perform) world-cityness’ (D and H , 2002,
p. 363). For example, an airport is not enough; alsoBecause places are not islands, cities and regions and

their institutions should have an explicit local ‘foreign needed are flows of air traffic, meaning airlines and
their flights, passengers, and international freight.policy’ (C , 1998). For some cities, to attain

the status of a world city is itself an objective. Although Airports are an acknowledged aspect of urban ‘for-
eign policy’. ‘For the last forty years, airports haveworld-city status reflects more than simply the concen-

tration of foreign firms or an agglomeration of producer determined the hierarchy of cities, by determining
their accessibility from medium and long distances’.services, these are among the objects of competition,

perhaps particularly in Asia (D, 2000; W , Intermediate cities have developed transversal or non-
radial international and interregional connections with2000). A city’s foreign policy is its various connections

with other cities, based on the non-local or extra-local other intermediate cities. This has enlarged the action
area of business and offered better access to distantlinks within spatial innovation systems (O  and

M , 2002). Such links are ever more necessary, markets (C , 1998, p. 75). S and
T ’s (2002) analysis suggests that althoughas ‘cities are no longer enclosed within relatively auto-

centric national economies, but embedded ever more the air travel network has become more hierarchical,
with one pre-eminently dominant city (London), adirectly within trans-state urban hierarchies and inter-

urban networks’ (B, 1998, p. 18). In other larger number of cities have become well linked.
Many other networks also operate across nationalwords, world cities not only compete with one another,

but also they must cooperate and coordinate borders, including political, social, cultural, criminal,
and flows of money and of immigrants (L(B et al., 2002).

Beaverstock et al. make the notion of a city’s ‘foreign et al., 2002; S , 2001). J and S (2000)
describe the less structured diaspora network, the Hongpolicy’ more explicit, suggesting that four sets of actors

or ‘attendants’ – firms, sectors, cities, states – work to Kong–Silicon Valley Association, set up to enhance
global-local flows of knowledge, expertise and man-maintain flows through the network of world cities.

Firms operate with the ‘communities’ of sectors; cities power. S and L (2003) describe similar
strong links, including co-investment, between Tai-operate within the communities of states (including

national and international bodies). World cities com- wanese in Silicon Valley and Taiwan.
prise a network more than (or as well as) a hierarchy,
and the interaction between cities is differentia-

DRAWBACKS OF COMPETITION
tion rather than zero-sum competition (D and
H , 2002). Similar thinking is seen in the four Not all competition is good. The most oft-noted

drawback of inter-territorial competition is serial repro-roles that C (2001) sees the city as playing:
cluster, milieu, interconnection and symbol. While the duction, the imitation and replication of the same ideas

from place to place. Resources (financial and human)first two are somewhat inward in orientation, a cluster
and/or a milieu as a territorial production system must are diverted into advertising and marketing rather than

into systemic change. The ‘civic peacockery’ associatedbe outward looking, focused to a large degree on non-
local links and knowledge. The latter two roles, as with mega-events and monumental spaces may have

little lasting value (D and H , 2002). Theinterconnection and as symbol, are more explicitly
outward in orientation. Symbols alone are insufficient. old-style competition, embodied in subsidies, incen-

tives and low-road policies, led to low wages and low‘No amount of local asset manipulation and window-
dressing will guarantee world-cityness’ (D and taxes as a basis for competition. Consequently, this

had the effect of reduced revenue for public services,H , 2002, p. 361).
Seen as a network of places simultaneously com- diminishing quality of life. A priority on competition

also reduces the likelihood that places will cooperatepeting and cooperating, the world city network is but
one example of how networks ‘evolve in response to, toward common goals.

Indeed, even the simplest, and most common, formyet also shape, hierarchies and markets’ (L et al.,
2002, p. 288). Viewed as part of a network, the of competition, promotion and marketing, is funda-

mentally zero-sum in nature, responding primarily ‘toprosperity of a world city is not determined by its
‘competitive advantage’ over its rivals. World cities the short-term demands of ‘‘global but leaderless’’

capitalism’ (L, 1995, pp. 122–124). Even ifwork together to maintain flows through the network
(B et al., 2002, p. 115). As urban econo- there is widespread benefit from local efforts in terri-

torial competition, many benefits will accrue only tomies become more specialized, they require horizontal
links rather than, or in addition to, vertical links with some, such as ‘rent earners’ and firms entrenched in

the local economy, rather than to others (Clarger cities (C and S, 1993).
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Jockeying for Position When Places Compete 1113

and G , 1996; C , 1995; C and M, foresight programmes and technology-scanning activi-
ties embody an ongoing absorptive capacity of a region1988).

Research on competitiveness is generally mixed with (F , 1996; M and J, 1999; V
W, 1997). C (1996b) identifies Emilia-Rom-a concern for cohesion (a term hardly used in the

USA) and inequality (e.g. B, 2002; H et al., agna as a rare region with capability in foresight.
Beyond media attention and infrastructural improve-2001; J and P , 1997; P , 2002).

As but one example, the reconfiguration of Copen- ments that can be touted to the media, part of urban
competition is the compilation and distribution ofhagen, Denmark, as a creative city may well be ‘busi-

ness-as-usual urban redevelopment’ (L H information and data about a place. Internet websites
are now the standard mode of such information, typi-et al., 2001). In other words, attracting talent and

improving quality of place may be euphemisms for cally providing links to complete reports and docu-
ments that a decade ago would have been difficult ifdisplacement and gentrification (A and C ,

2001). M and S (2003, p. 295) general- not impossible to find and distributed in very limited
quantities. Even now, such documents rarely find theirize further: ‘There is no reference to improving the

non-(market) economic dimensions of the quality of way onto the shelves of traditional libraries.
The website of a city or region is an important meanslife in local communities or territories’.

While core–periphery contrasts remain within to form initial impressions – positive or negative – based
in part on how informative and easy to navigate theEurope, the core region has expanded to include a

larger number of ‘islands of innovation’ than was the site. Websites are important as a constantly available
source of information. They may reduce but notcase in earlier configurations (L, 1999). Even in

a time of growing innovation and knowledge networks, entirely put an end to the disadvantages faced by
small or poor regions and the information asymmetriesperipheral locations are likely to become even more

peripheral (C , 2002a; P̀ et al., 2002). created by smaller staff size and smaller advertising
budgets that favour large, rich regions. However, thereWeak or lagging territories – in terms of competi-

tiveness, internal/external accessibility, quality of is little hard evidence on this to date. To compete, all
places – large and small – must make the effort tohuman and environmental factors, internal synergy, and

learning capability – ‘risk exclusion and decline to a prepare reports and other material to put on their
websites; this is a relatively larger burden for smalllarger extent than in the past’. The ingredients needed

for development (knowledge, human capital, manage- places. Some relation exists between country wealth
and the size of city websites among 20 large cities, butment and organization, co-operation and networking)

‘are rare and not at all ubiquitous’ (C , 2002a, there is no clear relation between city size and the
structure or content of the website (U , 2002).p. 88).

Peripheral and smaller cities compete in very The website of a city or region is not for outsiders
alone, and it communicates to local residents as well asdifferent ways from large cities, with a more restricted

set of policies and no chance to match national capitals to prospective residents and others, such as researchers.
E-governments attempt to provide a ‘24/7’ service, asand world cities (L̈ , 2000). The fact that places

compete does not mean that they compete equally. citizens have come to expect in their role as consumers.
Network-enhancing policies, which incorporate softBecause the playing field is uneven, the dynamics of

competition are fraught with negative rather than with as well as hard networks (M , 2002), can add to
the more familiar growth-enhancing policies (Table 4).positive connotations, particularly for disadvantaged

places (L and S , 1998; S, Territorial competitiveness, if it engages public adminis-
trations and local communities in the creation of a2000; L , 2003).

BENEFITS OF COMPETITION
Table 4. Some territorially competitive policies

In the context of decisions of firms, of mobile skilled
Zero sum Growth enhancing Network enhancingworkers and of tourists, and given the constraints of a

limited investment budget for plants, offices and other Pure promotion Training Internal networking
Capturing mobile Fostering External (non-local)facilities, companies and people can choose only a small
investment entrepreneurship networksnumber of locations, and often only one in the short
Investment subsidies Helping new firms Benchmarkingone. Hence, the benefit to those making location
Subsidized premises Business advice assessments

decisions of information found in the GCR and the Uncertainty Airline and air freight
WCY, as well as the results of T reduction links

Coordination Scanning globally forI (2003) on corruption.
Infrastructure new knowledgeCompetition among places can also lead to
investmentstrengthened technology, boosting the absorptive

capacity of places for new technologies and enabling Source: Columns 1 and 2 are from C and G (1998,
p. 325); column 3 has been added.foresight concerning future technologies. Technology
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1114 Edward J. Malecki

widening spectrum of ‘preconditions’ – from hard to sense that the product is something new or innovative
is much more rare and may be shrouded in conflictssoft, from competitive to cooperative – need not mean

a wasteful zero-sum game. Competitiveness reached between competing discourses. In Hong Kong, for
example, a traditional place-based discourse competesthrough territorial quality and public service efficiency

brings benefits to all local economic and social activi- against a vision of the city as a networked ‘urban
economic space that will manage ever-expandingties. Competitiveness attained by creating local syner-

gies among local actors, or integrating external firms global–regional–local flows of production and
exchange’ ( J and S , 2000, p. 2302). Hongin the local relational web, exploits spillovers and

increasing returns that are at the very base of economic Kong is not alone in attempting to create such a vision,
suggesting that serial replication of best practices is notdevelopment, in its positive-sum, ‘generative’ sense

(C , 2002a, p. 89). likely to end.
To some degree, learning and external (even global)Attempts to create positive-sum strategies are now

becoming commonplace at both the state and local scanning are what ‘intelligent’ cities and regions are
doing, adding to the list of tasks needed to keep up.levels in the USA. The assessments made of science and

technology, with benchmarks and honest comparisons Continual monitoring and periodic benchmarking of
what ‘the competition’ is doing are demanded.with other places, are realistic and produce more candid

marketing efforts. Local leaders ‘see themselves as The growing divergence between strong and weak
territories is largely a divergence in orientation towardothers see them’ as they search for local attributes to

advertise, as they capture their economy’s weaknesses innovation-prone and -averse regions (Ŕ-
P, 1999). In innovation-prone regions, infra-as well as its strengths in regularly monitored indicators,

and as websites make good as well as bad data far more structure, innovation support for firms and innovation
policy vision are present (C et al., 2000). Lack ofaccessible than in the past.
innovativeness also is symptomatic of a lack of external
orientation – the degree to which firms and public-

CONCLUSION
sector organizations receive, learn, absorb and adapt
experience, knowledge and expertise from elsewhere.Competition among places has evolved considerably

from crass attempts to offer the lowest cost to prospec- In short, the challenge from competition is a daunting
one, which can provide many opportunities for fruitlesstive investors and migrants to, more recently, sophisti-

cated self-assessments that reflect honest analysis and packaging and marketing of places as products.
Although imitation of high-road development is muchcomparison. All places must content with being ranked

by external bodies (governmental, media or research more difficult than was imitation of low-road policies,
competition provides opportunities for places to learnorganizations). In part because the criteria used in each

ranking are different, no place is objectively ‘best’ or how they might specialize and form new links with
other places – to their mutual benefit.first in each league table. When ranking with annual

updates, on the other hand, rankings inevitably show
change rather than stability over time.

As research has proliferated on regional and local Acknowledgements – Research was partially supported by
innovation systems and other territorial innovation a grant from the Mershon Center, The Ohio State University.
models, serial replication of the high road policies that The paper benefited from the helpful comments of Peter
lead to learning regions and knowledge economies is Maskell and of three anonymous referees.
recommended but hardly anticipated (C et al.,
2000; C, 2002a). Internal conditions (R&D,
strong but flexible institutions, a culture of trust and NOTES
networking, etc.) and broad capabilities to capture and
absorb external knowledge suggest that only a very 1. Although not cited here, the title of each begins with
small number of regions can attain the characteristics A Competitive Assessment of the . . . Industry or Competitive

Assessment of the . . . Industry.needed to be a 21st-century economy. A large number
2. The present paper does not deal with the large literatureof the necessary ingredients (i.e. in particular, those

on competitiveness of firms, whether small or large,that are not ubiquitous) cannot simply be imposed
except to the degree that they contribute directly to afrom the top down, but grow out of the region or
region’s development. Nearly all research on firm com-community, and this can take a long time (C and
petitiveness focuses on the dependence of firms, espe-M , 1998; M et al., 1998; M
cially small- and medium-sized firms, on their local and

and S , 2003). regional environment (C et al., 1995; H
What does competition mean for policy? Competi- et al., 1996; M et al., 1998). National and regional

tion has pushed local and regional policy toward the economies are largely the assemblage of the firms that
easy solution: homogenization of the ‘place product’ operate within their borders, along with other actors and
because the market is the same (globalized) set of institutions in the national or regional economic system

(C , 1995; P, 1990).investors, tourists, consumers. Entrepreneurship in the
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Jockeying for Position When Places Compete 1115

of good indices’ of innovation. According to the SSTI,3. Regional reports also have begun to appear on the Arab
world (S and C , 2003), on Europe a good index would contain some, if not all, of the

following: (1) public involvement and wide ownership(W, 2002) and on Latin America (V and
C , 2002). Reports on Africa and on Asia have of the selection of the measures included and the

weighting, if any, for the indicators; (2) a clear explana-not been done recently (see http://www.weforum.org/
site/homepublic.nsf/Content/ tion of how factors are measured or calculated and any

weighting that may be used; (3) an explanation of theGlobalòCompetitivenessòProgramme%5Creports).
4. Some dubious facts emerge from such reports. The goals of the index and why certain indicators are

included (and possibly why others are not); (4) an2001 NovaKnowledge report places Nova Scotia’s R&D
as ‘lagging and stuck’, the lowest of four categories of examination of trends in the measures over time instead

of one-time snapshots; (5) a public dissemination of‘How are we doing?’, whereas a year later, the 2002
report rates R&D as having jumped to ‘leading’, the results; (6) specific recommendations for action from the

study, including identification of responsible parties; (7)highest category. This is a rapid turnaround by any
measure. follow-up assessment of improvement (every 2–3 years);

and (8) a proper citation of sources.5. The SSTI (2002, p. 1) suggests there are ‘characteristics
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